
RCTION HMLT

Definition and Usage. The section> tag defines sections in a document, such as chapters, headers, footers, or any other
sections of the document.

I just believe in one fewer god than you do. He then said he liked apples and fish. User agents may allow users
to follow such citation links, but they are primarily intended for private use e. In cases where a page contains
contributions from multiple people, such as comments on a blog post, 'another source' can include text from
the same page, written by another person. See the Pen on CodePen. As you can see, these tags further enhance
our ability to define the major regions of the HTML document. Note that a link to the author is also included.
Any such additions or changes to quoted text must be indicated in the text at the text level. In most simple
pages, there should only be a single section tag, not multiple ones. If the cite attribute is present, it must be a
valid URL potentially surrounded by spaces. Content that needs extra context from its parent sectioning
element to make sense. A section tag should define a significant region within the context of the body.
Examples of how to represent a conversation are shown in a later section; it is not appropriate to use the cite
and blockquote elements for this purpose. The blockquote element represents content that is quoted from
another source, optionally with a citation which must be within a footer or cite element, and optionally with
in-line changes such as annotations and abbreviations. Thanks for being such an awesome community where
we can all learn and grow together! Please also consider also that there are other interesting HTML5 tags
which are similar to section. Different parts about the product would be listed in a section element because the
elements convey a collective idea. Consider using article, summary, aside and others within your document
flow. Short, sweet, and too the point. This may mean the use of notational conventions or explicit remarks,
such as "emphasis mine". Content that is self-contained in that it makes sense on its own when taken out of
context. It is suggested that if the footer or cite elements are included and these elements are also being used
within a blockquote to identify citations, the elements from the quoted source could be annotated with
metadata to identify their origin, for example by using the class attribute a defined extensibility mechanism.
The article element is used for each post, to mark up the threading. The cite IDL attribute must reflect the
element's cite content attribute.


